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Facial Paralysis in Longitudinal versus
Oblique and Otic-Sparing versus
Non Otic-Sparing Temporal Bone Fractures

ABSTRACT
Objective: To compare the proportion of temporal bone fractures using traditional (longitudinal
vs. transverse) and otic involvement (otic sparing vs. non-otic sparing) classification schemes and
their relationship with the development of facial paralysis.
Methods:
Design:		 Retrospective Case Series
Setting:		 Tertiary Government Hospital
Participants:
Records of 49 patients diagnosed with temporal bone fracture in
our institution from August 2016 to June 2018.
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Results: A total of 41 records of patients with temporal bone fractures, 32 males, 9 females, aged
5 to 70 years old (mean 37.5 years old) were included. In terms of laterality, 23 (56%) involved the
right and 17 (41%) the left side. Traditionally classified, 32 (78%) were longitudinal and 9 (22%)
were transverse. Using newer classification based on otic involvement and non-otic involvement,
38 (93%) were otic-sparing and 3 (7%) were non otic-sparing. Only 9 (22%) out of 41 total fracture
patients developed facial paralysis, involving 7 of the 32 longitudinal fractures and 2 of the 9
transverse fractures, or 8 of the 38 otic-sparing and 1 out of 3 non otic-sparing fractures.
Conclusion: Because of the small sample size, no conclusions regarding the proportion of
temporal bone fractures using traditional (longitudinal vs. transverse) and otic involvement (otic
sparing vs. non-otic sparing) classification schemes and their relationship with the development
of facial paralysis can be drawn in this study.
Keywords: head injuries; head trauma; skull fracture; temporal bone fracture; motor vehicles; traffic
accidents; facial paralysis
Temporal bone fractures have been traditionally classified according to the fracture plane
described as longitudinal or transverse in relation to the petrous ridge. A more recent classification
gaining popularity describes fractures in terms of whether they penetrate the bony labyrinth (i.e.
the cochlea, vestibule or semi-circular canals) as otic-capsule violating; or not, classified as oticcapsule sparing.1 The change in classification scheme allows a focus on the functional sequelae
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and complications of temporal bone fractures as opposed to merely
describing the anatomic orientation of the fracture.2
For example, a study of 173 patients done in Korea found otic
capsule-sparing fractures in 188 temporal bones by high-resolution
computed tomography (CT). Of these, 128 (68%) were longitudinal,
23 (12%) were transverse and 37 (20%) were mixed. Among the 188
fractures there were 17 cases of facial paralysis (9%). Out of these 17,
10 were longitudinal (7.8 % of the 128 longitudinal fractures), 3 were
transverse (13.0 % of the 23 transverse fractures) and 4 were mixed
types (10.8 % of the 37).3 A recent retrospective review showed that
the otic capsule–sparing versus otic capsule–disrupting classification
scheme demonstrated statistically significant predictive ability of
determining facial nerve paralysis when compared with the older
classification scheme.3
This study sought to compare the proportion of temporal bone
fractures using traditional (longitudinal vs. transverse) and otic
involvement (otic sparing vs. non-otic sparing) classification schemes
and their relationship with the development of facial paralysis.
METHODS
With Institutional Ethical Review Board approval (ERB No. R-201805-00), this retrospective case series retrieved records of patients with
temporal bone fractures seen in our institution from August 2016 to
June 2018. Potential cases were identified from admission, referral and
emergency room logbooks and the daily in-patient census.
Included were records of those seen in or referred to the emergency
room department and in-patient ward with a suggestive history and
documented symptoms and signs (hemotympanum, bloody otorrhea,
battle sign) of temporal bone fracture, and CT scan diagnoses of
temporal bone fracture that had been made by a senior radiology
resident. Diagnoses of facial paralysis had been previously recorded
in the charts by an ear, nose, throat (ENT) resident physician who
performed the physical examination, using the House-Brackmann
classification.
The hospital Picture Archiving and Communication System
(PACS) was utilized to retrieve Digital Imaging and Communications
in Medicine (DICOM) images of CT scans that had been obtained
using a HITACHI ECLOS 8 CT Scanner (Hitachi Medical Systems
Europe AG, Steinhausen, Switzerland). Retrieved DICOM images were
independently reviewed by a blinded senior radiology resident and
only those diagnosed with temporal bone fractures were included in
the final analysis.
Excluded were records of patients with previous facial paralysis or
asymmetry, those whose CT scan images could not be retrieved on our
PACS, and those with signs or symptoms of temporal bone fracture that
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were not confirmed by CT scan, or when no temporal bone fractures
could be confirmed upon review by the senior radiology resident.
Data from patient records was tabulated using MS Excel version
14.6.3 (Microsoft Corp., Redmond, WA, USA) and variables were
analyzed using descriptive statistics (frequencies and percentages).
RESULTS
Out of a total of 49 patients identified, only 41 patients with temporal
bone fractures were included in this series, aged 5 to 70 years old (mean
age 37.5 years old). Thirty two (78.05%) were male and 9 (21.96%) were
female. Of the 41 fractures, 32 (78.05%) were longitudinal, 9 (21.96%)
were transverse, 38 (92.68%) were otic-sparing and 3 (7.32%) were non
otic-sparing. Based on laterality 23 (56.10%) occurred in the right side
and 17 (41.46%) occurred in the left. Figures 1 to 4 show representative
CT scan images of longitudinal, transverse, otic-sparing and non oticsparing fractures.
Out of 32 longitudinal temporal bone fractures, 7 (21.88%) had facial
paralysis. Out of 9 transverse temporal bone fractures, 2 (22.22%) had
facial paralysis. On the other hand, out of 38 otic-sparing temporal bone
fractures, 8 (21.05%) had facial paralysis and out of 3 otic-disrupting
bone fractures only 1 (33.33%) had facial paralysis. In other words, facial
paralysis occurred on the average in 22% of all temporal bone fractures
whether or not they were longitudinal fractures, transverse fractures,
or otic-sparing fractures, while otic-disrupting fractures had a facial
paralysis occurrence of 33%.

Figure 1. Representative plain temporal bone CT Scan, axial view, bone window at the level of the
mastoid air cells showing a longitudinal fracture (arrow).

Figure 2. Representative plain temporal bone CT Scan, coronal view, bone window at the level of the
mastoid air cells showing a transverse fracture (arrow).
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Figure 3. Representative plain temporal bone CT Scan, axial view, bone window at the level of the otic
capsule showing an otic-sparing fracture (arrow).
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A primary limitation of this study is the small sample size, especially
reflected in the otic-disrupting subset that is not large enough to
compare the occurrence of facial nerve paralysis. Future studies with
larger samples may yield better results for analysis.
In conclusion, because of the small sample size, this study can draw
no conclusions regarding the proportion of temporal bone fractures
using traditional (longitudinal vs. transverse) and otic involvement
(otic sparing vs. non-otic sparing) classification schemes and their
relationship with the development of facial paralysis.

Figure 4. Representative plain temporal bone CT Scan, axial view, bone window at the level of the otic
capsule showing an otic-disrupting fracture (arrow).

DISCUSSION
Our study found that the percentage of facial paralysis was on the
average 22% regardless of the type of fracture. There was no significant
difference in proportion of facial paralysis when classified according
to the traditional or newer classification scheme for temporal bone
fractures. Although otic-disrupting fractures had a facial paralysis
occurrence of 33%, it is hard to draw a conclusion on their occurrence
and relationship to facial paralysis because of the small sample size.
Facial paralysis is a severely disfiguring complication of temporal
bone fractures wherein 7% result in facial paralysis.2 Facial nerve palsy
occurs in 20% of longitudinal temporal bone fractures and 50% of
transverse temporal bone fractures.4 A previous study found that the
incidence of facial paralysis was 10%-20% in longitudinal fractures and
50% in transverse fractures.5 Both longitudinal and oblique fractures
run parallel to the long axis of the petrous ridge and together account
for 75-80% of temporal bone fractures with the facial nerve involved in
20-25%.6 A study by Proctor et al. demonstrated that 80% of temporal
bone fractures were longitudinal and 20% were transverse.7 Several
studies shows that 50% of transverse fractures will present with facial
nerve paralysis.8,9
Although the results of this study mirrored the observation that the
anatomical classification of temporal bone fractures into longitudinal
and transverse types may be convenient but offer no clinical distinction
in predicting the development of facial nerve paralysis, the limitations
of our study need to be considered.
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